**APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH INSTRUCTIONS ON THIS ANNOUNCEMENT.**

***** PLEASE READ THIS ANNOUNCEMENT COMPLETELY *****
DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES

1. Plans, directs, organizes, and evaluates AFE operational aspects such as equipment accountability, personnel reliability, mobility readiness, and other activities necessary to meet operational readiness. Maintains associated databases to ensure equipment accountability. Establishes performance standards, improves work methods, and advises on inspection, repair, and repack of aircrew flight equipment. Ensures serviceability based on required specifications and technical publications. Evaluates problems and determines feasibility of repair or replacement related to inspecting and repairing fabric, rubber equipment, and parachutes.

2. Prepares checklists and operating instructions for AFE activities. Develops lesson plan for aircrew training, safety, and other required programs. Assigns, trains, and prepares AFE personnel for deployment. Procures, maintains, stores, and prepares equipment for deployment. Inputs, maintains, and reviews data for status of resources and training system (SORTS). Determines facilities, funding, and mobility of AFE assets to support unit tasking. Develops and submits budget requirements. Requisitions AFE and supplies. Maintains custodial files for accounts such as supply and equipment, munitions, and test, measurement and diagnostic equipment. Obtains assistance from other agencies to support AFE.

3. Manages unit and staff agency AFE programs. Provides unit and staff agency assistance to subordinate units to ensure AFE planning and training have been accomplished, and AFE directives are being followed. Analyzes training and deficiencies preventing accomplishment of wartime tasks. Conducts quality assurance inspections to ensure compliance with policies and directives. Identifies and documents equipment and personnel training discrepancies and recommends corrective action. Evaluates and critiques AFE instructors’ effectiveness, and ensures presentations are accurate and current. Advises and assists agencies whose functions affect AFE activities. Evaluates data involving equipment development and sustainment and resolves AFE problems. Conducts aircraft mishap safety investigations and analysis where AFE involved.

4. Installs and removes aircraft-installed AFE. Uses various types of test equipment such as altimeters, oxygen testers, leakage testers, radio testers, and other types of testers to conduct reliability testing on AFE and ACDE. Maintains inspection and accountability documentation on AFE issued to aircrews or prepositioned on aircraft.

5. Inspects, maintains, packs and adjusts aircrew flight equipment such as flight helmets, oxygen masks, parachutes, flotation devices, survival kits, helmet mounted devices, aircrew night vision and other ocular systems, anti-G garments, aircrew eye and respiratory protective equipment, chemical biological protective oxygen masks and coveralls, and other types of AFE and aircrew chemical defense systems. Repairs fabric and rubber components, including protective clothing, thermal radiation barriers, flotation equipment, and various parachutes. Evaluates problems and determines feasibility of repair or replacement related to inspecting and repairing fabric, rubber equipment, and parachutes. Evaluates work orders for fabrication of authorized items.

6. Operates, maintains, and inspects AFE machinery, test equipment, and tools. Performs operator maintenance and service inspections on shop equipment. Stores, handles, uses, and disposes of hazardous waste and materials based on environmental standards.

7. Controls, issues, and safeguards aircrew side arms, and ammunition. Maintains applicable weapons qualification. Operates aircrew armories and inspects aircrew side arms as required. Ensures proper safety procedures are followed.

8. Requisitions, stores, forecasts, handles, and transports ammunition, aircrew survival pyrotechnic devices, and other explosives such as releases, cutters, and signaling devices.

9. Conducts aircrew continuation training; instructs aircrews on equipment use, operation, and capabilities. Conducts aircrew chemical defense equipment training; instructs aircrew on ACDE donning, doffing, and decontaminating procedures. Provides or assists in training aircrew techniques such as evasion procedures, emergency egress, post ejection/bailout descent procedures, combat survival procedures, environmental hazards, and other survival actions.

10. Establishes, coordinates, and distributes exposure and contamination control procedures. Monitors associated requirements and procedures. Ensures assigned personnel take safety precautions. Prepares wartime and contingency response plans. Coordinates actions to ensure prompt response to enable and sustain operations in a chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear environment with minimal degradation of combat capability. Coordinates actions to continue or restore vital functions and operations. Prepares AFE annexes, appendices, supplements, and other supporting documents to support operations plans. Serves in survival recovery center; advises leadership on mission impact and recovery activities following an attack; coordinates aircrew contamination control area requirements. Supervises contamination control operations teams.

11. Other duties as assigned
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRY INTO THE AGR PROGRAM

- Must be a member or eligible to become a member of the Oregon Air National Guard.
- Member will be required to hold a compatible military assignment in the unit they are hired to support.
- Member’s military grade will not exceed the maximum military duty grade authorized on the Unit Manning Document (UMD) for the position.
- Member must meet the physical qualifications outlined in AFI 48-123, Medical Examination and Standards, Attachment 2 before being placed on an AGR tour.
- Member must have retainability to complete the tour of military duty.
- Member must not be eligible for, or receiving a federal retirement annuity.
- Member must comply with standards outlined in AFI 36-2905, Fitness Program to be eligible for entry into the AGR program.
- Member must meet all eligibility criteria in ANGI 36-101, The Active Guard/Reserve Program.
- Member must hold required AFSC or be eligible for retraining (if applicable) and meet all eligibility criteria in AFEC/AFOCD

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

- AGR members will participate with their unit of assignment during Regular Scheduled Drill (RSD).
- AGR tour lengths in the State of Oregon are governed by Director of Staff - Air
- Initial tours will not exceed 6 years. Follow-on tours will be from 1 to 6 years, per ANGI 36-101
- To be considered for this position you must meet all minimum AFSC requirements to include the minimum ASVAB qualifying score. Scores are reflected on your personnel RIP.
- If your ASVAB score does not meet the minimum required IAW AFEC Attachment 4, contact your servicing MPF. You have the option to retake the test.
  - You must schedule your test date and receive your new scores prior to the announcement closing date.
- Selectee will be required to participate in the Direct Deposit Electronics Funds Transfer program.
- A law enforcement background check may be required prior to appointment to this position.
  - By submitting a resume or application for this position, you authorize this agency to accomplish the check.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED FOLLOWING THE INSTRUCTIONS ON THIS ANNOUNCEMENT.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * INCOMPLETE APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED * * * * * * * * * * * * *
WRITTEN EXPLANATION IS REQUIRED FOR ANY MISSING DOCUMENTS

Current AGR members and those who wish to become an AGR must submit the following:

- NGB Form 34-1, Application for Active Guard/Reserve (AGR) Position, Form Version Dated 11 November 2013
  - Announcement number and position title must be annotated on the form
- Current Report of Individual Personnel (RIP). Documents must show your ASVAB scores.
  - RIP can be obtained from the virtual MPF (vMPF)
  - Select ‘Record Review’, and then ‘Print/View All Pages’
- Copy of current passing physical fitness assessment. (from AF Portal, https://www.my.af.mil/)

ORANG - Air Technicians interested in converting to AGR status:

- Selection for the advertised position does not constitute acceptance into the AGR program.
- Indicate in your email your intent to convert to an AGR, if selected.
- Once notification of a selection is made, the individual is required to submit a request to change status through their current chain of command and forward to the Joint Forces Headquarters Office, AGR Section.
- The Adjutant General is the final approving authority.

READ THIS SECTION COMPLETELY!!
IMPORTANT NOTES REGARDING COMPLETION AND SUBMISSION OF YOUR APPLICATION

- AGR Service in the Oregon Air National Guard is governed by applicable AFI, ANGI, Selective Retention Review Boards (SRRB) and Command Policy Memorandums (CPM)

APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH INSTRUCTIONS ON THIS ANNOUNCEMENT.
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